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TEQUESTA™ 
COMMUNAL TABLES
The classic form of a Parsons table reinterpreted for outdoor use 
makes Tequesta an outdoor dining essential. The quiet compliment 
to any seating option, these timeless tables are available in a wide 
variety of sizes from occasional to communal, and in a plethora of 
tabletop materials and frame finishes. 

Communal Table 
PT 3875 

Large Communal Table 
PT 38112

Communal Counter Height Table
PT 3294

Width  38 in  97  cm   

Inside Width 16 in 41  cm

Depth  75  in  190.5  cm

Inside Depth  43.5  in  110  cm 

Height  29  in  74  cm

Inside Height 27  in 69  cm

Weight  104-116  lb  47-53  kg

Width  38 in  97  cm   

Inside Width 16 in 41  cm

Depth  112  in  284  cm

Inside Depth  76  in  193  cm 

Height  29  in  74  cm

Inside Height 27  in 69  cm

Weight  116-162  lb  53-73  kg

Width  32 in  81  cm   

Inside Width 20 in 51  cm

Depth  94  in  239  cm

Inside Depth  75  in  190.5  cm 

Height  36  in  91  cm

Inside Height 34  in 86  cm

Weight  160-172  lb  73-78  kg

CONSTRUCTION
Frame: Constructed from high quality, 
pure aluminum alloy, frames are coated 
in our Marine Primer and finished in 
an architectural-grade powder coat, 
creating a rich, dimensional color. 

Marine Primer: A proprietary spray 
epoxy basecoat seals out oxygen and 
prevents corrosion.

Aluminum: Sourced from high quality, 
pure aluminum alloy, aluminum tops 
are protected by our Marine Primer and 
finished with an architectural-grade 
powder coat. Available in solid and 
perforated patterns. 

Corian: Defined by superior durability 
and low maintenance, Corian is a solid, 
non-porous surface with outstanding UV 
performance. This impermeable tabletop 
prevents the growth of mold and mildew 
while its integral color promotes high 
abrasion resistance and easy cleaning.  

Pietra: Marrying the look of Italian marble 
with the endurance of dense, engineered 
stone, Pietra boasts exceptional UV and 
scratch resistance, low porosity, and 
superior colorfastness.

Tempered Glass: Our tempered glass 
is four times stronger than traditional 
glass and can withstand drastic changes 
in temperature as well as prolonged 
exposure to direct sunlight. 

FINISHES
Visit pavilionfurniture.com/finishes  
or click the links below for all available 
finish options.

Powder Coat

Table Tops

SPECIFICATION
Specify powder coat paint color and table 
top material. 

ACCESSORIES 
Tailored Protective Covers: 
Recommended for the protection of your 
investment, our covers are constructed 
from a high-quality, waterproof fabric 
that is stain and UV resistant while also 
inhibiting the growth of mold and mildew.  
Available in taupe or grey, covers are sized 
to each product and snugly secure to 
frames with adjustable Velcro straps.
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